2021/22 Commissions and Premieres

Commissions:
Thomas ADÈS  Dante
Julia ADOLPHE  Concerto for Violin
Victor AGUDELO  new work
Daniel BJARNASON  Piano Concerto
Kris BOWERS  Concerto for Horn
Francisco CORTÉZ-ÁLVAREZ  new work
inti FIGGIS-VIZUETA  new work
Gonzalo GARRIDO-LECCA  new work
Annie GOSFIELD  Earthly Gossip and Heavenly Bodies: A Secret Life of Planets
Ted HEARNE  Place
Nathalie JOACHIM  new work
Ricardo LORENZ  new overture
Steven MACKEY  Trumpet Fantasy
Alex NANTE  new work
Angélica NEGRÓN  new work
Elizabeth OGONEK  Cloudline
Gabriela ORTIZ  new work
Gabriela ORTIZ  Violin Concerto
Kaija SAARIAHO  Vista
Gabriella SMITH  Organ Concerto
Wadada Leo SMITH  new work for solo cello
Mazz SWIFT  Memory Two: Higher Mountains
Du YUN  Okoso
Pamela Z  new work

World Premieres:
Julia ADOLPHE  Concerto for Violin
Victor AGUDELO  new work
Daniel BJARNASON  Piano Concerto
Kris BOWERS  Concerto for Horn
Francisco CORTÉZ-ÁLVAREZ  new work
inti FIGGIS-VIZUETA  new work
inti FIGGIS-VIZUETA  Talamh (Land) (string orchestra version)
Gonzalo GARRIDO-LECCA  new work
Annie GOSFIELD  Earthly Gossip and Heavenly Bodies: A Secret Life of Planets
Nathalie JOACHIM  new work
Ricardo LORENZ  new overture
Steven MACKEY  Trumpet Fantasy
Alex NANTE  new work
Angélica NEGRÓN  new work
Gabriela ORTIZ  new work
Gabriela ORTIZ  Violin Concerto
Gabriella SMITH  Organ Concerto
Wadada Leo SMITH  new work for solo cello
Rajna SWAMINATHAN  The Illusion of Permanence
Mazz SWIFT  Memory Two: Higher Mountains
Pamela Z  new work

U.S. Premieres:
Thomas ADÈS  Dante
Connor D’NETTO  Uncertain Planning
Elizabeth OGONEK  Cloudline
Kaija SAARIAHO  Vista
Esa-Pekka SALONEN  FOG (orchestral version)

West Coast Premieres:
Du YUN  Oksoko